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About This Game

BLADENET is a multiplayer only game of hide & seek set within a cyberpunk future.

Created by a team of two people; the game is designed to be a spy vs spy experience for friends to enjoy online.

Gameplay

Players blend in with the crowd simulation to stay hidden while the watch for rival players who are also attempting to keep their
identity concealed.

Find and fight the human controlled avatars to collect their data to escape the program and win. Remember incorrectly attacking
a crowd member will bring a swift response from the network security.

Lore/Story

The bladenet is a virtual sub-layer which runs parallel to the real world. Inside the bladenet citizens come to go about their daily
routines but unbeknownst to them it's also the place where hackers go to steal valuable information. User identities are protected
in the bladenet by a simulated crowd of dummy AI users. This crowd makes it difficult for hackers to find real users and target
them. Held hostage by 'The State', prolific hackers are forced to retrieve sensitive information before they can free themselves

from the bladenet.
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Great game for the price, passes the time quickly. As of now this game is listed as release on steam, however I don't believe that
this version was ready for release. There are still obvious balance issues, problems with the building, defensive towers don't
work (on your own island), sharks are too fast and built like ironman.

 The Good

 Great pixel art

 Good game pace

 Music

 Building system is easy to understand

 Makes time fly by
 The Bad

 Obvious bugs that hurt gameplay

 Buildings don't play a bigger role in the game

 Some creatures are impossible to beat with certain ship loadouts

 Trading system feels underwhelming
In saying all that, pretty good for a low price game. I hope the developer continues adding to the game in the
future.. This is an Indie puzzle game that has a lot to offer, including atmosphere and music, but it is held back
by a couple of issue. Firstly, it's slow. You will spend more time walking around than you will solving puzzles.
Secondly, there's a combat system that isn't complex, but it is repetitive. That said, it is definitely worth the $8 it
costs to buy and getting it on a Steam sale is a great deal.. It's a match 3 game with poorly strewn together RPG
elements. It has some of the most dull writing and characters for the similarly tacked-on plot. It also crashes, so
pretty much Gyromancer is only good if you LOVE match 3 games regardless of their quality.. This is a good
indie horror game! :) The jumpscares always gets me! its lagy for me but maybe not for you :). Fun Game!

A lot of fun figuring out the most powerful combos to beat each level with. Only thing that I don't like is having
to wait for the credits every time I beat the last boss. Other than that a really fun game.. Video review - 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/i9Xj5FcDwqQ

Have you ever wondered what it would be like if a mentally deficient baby made dark souls? No? Well i wonder
about it most days, and thankfully I don't need to wonder any longer, cause here we have dark ghost rpg, a linear
game where you play as a bald, chiseled proto-eunuch incapable of walking on anything but a completely flat
plain.

After picking up the items on a table and wandering forth past hanging skeletons we find our first enemies. Now
these enemies are really spooky right, because they've managed to copy and paste themselves all over every
single level in a devious scheme to test your patience to the absolute breaking point.

Now the meat of this game is obviously the combat. And when I say meat I mean theres less meat here than a
turkey twizzler. It's more just basic sinew and fat. Not even the kind of fat that lasts you through a cold, dark
winter; the kind that clogs your coronary artery and leaves you dying in the high street, while cold and grey
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looking people in business wear walk on hurriedly in repulsion.

You\u2019ve got the standard dark souls lock-on feature, only this time it blocks your view of the person you're
awkwardly swinging your sword at. Then theres your only form of defence: your roll ability. Unfortunately it
provides no tactical advantage whatsoever. You cant block with your sword and the enemies swing so fast at you
and you swing so slow and weirdly, its just the most awkward combat system ive ever encountered.

Visually, the models themselves look fine but I'll eat my left hand if the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 that made
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665created them himself. It says a lot about this game when my
favourite part about it is theres a statue that looks a bit like Tim from Monty Python and the holy grail.

Honestly this game is pretty despicable, it's about as low effort as they come for steam new release trash, theres
soo sooo little substance. Theres less than half an hour of content here, I honestly reckon it's taken me more time
to write this review than it took to throw this together.

And that\u2019s it. Once again the steam new releases has made me go from 'I want to die' to ' now I really want
to die, but not before I kill the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that made this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing game' Have a wonderful day everyone. i love GAMING
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How is this still titled as an Early Access game? Does it just purposely keep taking a step back with every update? What does
the "Alpha" status even mean, will it ever reach Beta? Will it become a full release? Highly doubtful. Fun to mess around in
creative mode but that's about it. Opting in to version 16.4 like others recommend, been at least a year since I touched this
abomination.. Stated simply, Risen 2: Dark Waters is an extremely rewarding, alternately frustrating and elating roleplaying
game.

There's an undefinable quality to the Risen games, I've stated this in the review of the first Risen Game. The game doesn't bend
over backwards to hold your hand, it challenges but rewards the player consistently. NPCs are interesting, colorful, but not
terribly deep. That being said, the game does several things right. Actually, not only do they get it right but they nail it.

They absolutely nail immersion. The music is sweeping, from quiet moments to the middle of combat. The voice actors are
fantastic, giving a great feel to the world. One particular instance had my character trying to mediate an argument between two
pirates. The word \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 was exchanged a record amount of times. Most games don't manage to actually
laugh out loud, but this one did.

Visuals are great. They aren't fantastic, not necessarily breathtaking, but the art style and use of environment is spot on.

The way the do character development is interesting, and in my opinion well done. "Experience Points" are represented by a
resource called Glory, which is then used to upgrade base stats. These include Bladeworks, Firearms, Voodoo, Cunning, and
Toughness. It's possible I missed one, but the point is that increasing these stats then allows you to visit various trainer NPCs that
allow you to purchase different abilities with gold and a prerequisite stat ranking. I really enjoyed this approach to a roleplaying
game. It sounds laborious and unnecessary, but it does lend a good deal of immersion into the game world.

Murdering monkeys, slaughtering warthogs, dicking pirates all up and down and stealing their stuff. It's great! Also pirates.

It's pirate themed. To me initially that sounded fun but viewing it long term I thought it might get old. Somehow, the developers
manged to keep me engaged and immersed in this fantasy pirate world.

4 Arrgs! out of 5.. Muito bom, apenas meio antigo !!. A nice relaxing "chill out" type of game, short but sweet for a \u00a35.
Well, I was a about 4 years old when I first played this game and since my cognitive abilities were not that great, I could not
even complete the first level which was so frustrating.

I have now completed the whole game and was finally able to fullfill my childhood dream.

I recommend this game to you if you like puzzles and such. The game has some catchy tunes and is based on a Soviet cartoon
which is also pretty fun.

It is also nice to see that 1C have done some work to it and it works great on new computers, and the interface has also been
upgraded.
. I think its worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
If you aren't as crazy about Soul Calibur as I am, maybe wait for a sale for the season pass.. Slightly underwhelming - none of
the cars exhibit the feeling that they're "alive". They did a fantastic job on the 333SP in the original game, but these mostly feel
aneasthetised and dead. 355 is an exception, but the F40 feels like a 2CV.
. its a good game
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